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A STRUCTURAL MERIT FUNCTION FOR 
AERODYNAMIC DECELERATORS 
By Melvin S. Anderson, Herman L.  Bohon, 
and Martin M. Mikulas, Jr . 
Langley Research Center 
SUMMARY 
Equatioils for the illass of decelerators based on structural and aerodynaiiiic con- 
siderations including the effects of niininium-gage material  have been derived, and a 
suitable function representing decelerator efficiency has  been identified. Equations fo r  
the nierit  function a r e  presented for subsonic and supersonic parachutes, ballutes, and 
attached inflatable decelerators (AID). In the subsonic range three types of parachutes 
a r e  conipared and the ringsail was deterxilined to be iiiost efficient. In the supersonic 
range the ringsail was again iiiost efficient for small  s izes  o r  low loading conditi-ons, but 
the AID showed potential of efficiency coiiiparable to the ringsail for large s izes  o r  high 
loads. Application of the mer i t  function to deterniine optimuni deployment conditions for 
a planetary entry mission i s  also illustrated. 
INTRODUCTION 
There is a growing need for aerodynamic decelerators that can operate over a wide 
speed range. Parachutes a r e  widely used to decelerate payloads a t  subsonic speeds, and 
the developxilent of supersonic configurations has  produced a variety of canopy shapes 
which differ widely in structural and aerodynamic efficiency. The determination of the 
best decelerator for  a given application involves detailed evaluation of the candidate 
systems. Thus, a simple nieans of comparing decelerator efficiency is desirable for use 
in such a preliminary design phase when trade-off studies a r e  made. In the present 
paper, an appropriate iiierit function is developed froni the general equations relating 
decelerator mass  and drag to the applied loading. This iiierit function i s  a measure of 
relative efficiency for decelerators and is independent of decelerator size. 
Several configurations a r e  compared on the basis  of the proposed meri t  function, 
Both subsoiiic and supersonic devices a r e  considered, including ballutes, attached 
inflatable decelerator (AID), and several types of parachutes. The effect of niinimum- 
gage construction i s  included. A simplified iiiethod for  determining optimuiii deploymeilt 
conditioiis for a given planetary entry design probleni is illustrated. 
SYMBOLS 
The units for the physical quantities defined in this paper a r e  given both in the 
U.S. Custonlary Units and in the International Systenl of Units, §I. Appendix A presents 
factors  relating these two systems of units. 
A total projected a r e a  of decelerator 
*b surface a r e a  of burble fence 
surface a r e a  of pressure-vessel canopy 
surface a r e a  of parachute canopy 
constants 
drag coefficient based on total projected a rea  
drag coefficient based on nominal dianleter Do 
nominal dianleter of parachute, 
canopy mass  per  unit a r e a  
suspension-line strength 
fabric s t r e s s  resultant (load per  unit length) 
nondimensional fabric s t r e s s  resultant, 2 f / P ~  
allowable fabric s t r e s s  resultant 
construction factor 
K~ design factor 
kc strength-mass ratio of suspension lines, F,/? 
f strength-mass ratio of fabric, fa/df 
length of meridian cord 
length of suspension line 
length of towline 
niass  
total entry vehicle m a s s  
number of meridian cords 
internal pressure  minus base pressure  
pressure  
free-stream dynamic pressure  
effective dynamic pressure at  deploynient accounting for shock load 
maxinium radius normal to axis of revolution including burble fence 
(see fig. 4) 
radius of canopy 
radius of burble fence 
meridian cord load 
nondimensional meridian cord load, ~ T / P ~ R ~  
number of suspension lines 
proportionality constant relating nuniber of suspension lines to parachute 
diameter 
factor accounting for s t r e s s  increase due to lobing 
mass  per  unit length 
17 
8 
h 
4; 
P 
Subscripts: 
d 
e 
R - R' ratio of burble fence diameter to canopy diameter, 
2R' 
confluence angle of suspension lines 
geometric porosity 
rat io  of aeroshell  radius to total decelerator radius 
rat io  of length of suspension-line loop to length of suspension line 
deployed 
entry 
DEVELOPMENT OF PARAMETERS 
The development of efficient aerodynamic decelerator systems requires  the input 
of both aerodynamic and structural disciplines. Ideally a decelerator should have both a 
low structural mass  and high drag coefficient, while providing stable aerodynamic per-  
formance. A suitable mer i t  function should relate the structural and aerodynamic param- 
e t e r s  which determine the decelerator efficiency. 
From structural strength analysis the general form of the equation for  mass  of a 
tension structure i s  
where b i s  a constant, p is some reference pressure  loading, and R is a refer -  
ence length. Equation (1) is generally applicable to the suspension and r i s e r  l ines and 
meridian tapes used in deployable decelerators. However, if m a s s  of the canopy fabric 
is based solely on equation (I), gages may result  that a r e  thinner than can be produced 
o r  used. Thus, it is convenient to express  the total m a s s  of a decelerator as 
where on the right the f i r s t  t e rm is the mass  of meridian tapes and r i s e r  and suspension 
lines whereas the second t e rm is the canopy mass.  The canopy mass  is proportional to 
the decelerator a r ea  (through R ~ )  and the fabric m a s s  per  unit a r ea  df. The fabric 
thickness must always be equal to o r  greater  than some minimum gage and may be a 
function of deployment o r  steady-state load requirements. Equation (2) can be put in a 
form suitable to reflect deceleration efficiency as follows: Taking R as the radius 
associated with the drag a rea  and dividing equation (2) by CDA gives 
where the constants b and c have been redefined. The reference pressure  p is 
taken as the design dynamic pressure  q. For designs where little deceleration occurs  
during deployment (the so-called infinite m a s s  payload), q is the deployment dynamic 
pressure.  However, in many instances, particularly at subsonic speeds, significant 
deceleration occurs  during deployment so that the design dynamic pressure  is l e s s  than 
that at deployment. 
Equation (3) gives the decelerator m a s s  as a function of the two principal design 
requirements, drag a r e a  and dynamic pressure.  The first terms,  representing suspen- 
sion and r i s e r  l ines and meridian tapes, is an explicit function of q ( ~ D ~ ) 1 / 2 .  In 
appendix B it is shown that df also can be expressed as a function of q CDA)' /~ for  ( 
a wide variety of decelerators over the entire design range from minimum gage to 
strength limited. Thus, the most efficient decelerator will have the least  value of 
rn/cDA for  a given value of q ( c ~ A )  1/2, and m/cDA is a proper mer i t  function for 
decelerators  if presented a s  a function of the single parameter ~ ( c ~ A )  'I2.
APPLICATION O F  THE MERIT FUNCTION 
Decelerator Efficiency 
Equations of the form of equation (3) a r e  derived in appendix B for several decel- 
erator  configurations. The character is t ics  of the structural mer i t  function for  deceler- 
a to r s  a r e  illustrated in the following sections by comparisons of the efficiency of several  
decelerator configurations. 
Subsonic decelerators.- The mer i t  function has been calculated for the three sub- 
sonic parachutes shown in figure 1: the ringsail, the hemisflo, and the flat circular.  
Results f rom equation (B4) a r e  shown in figure 2 where m/cDoA0 is plotted against 
g ( ~ D o ~ o )  The material  was assumed to be  the same (dacron at room-temperature 
strength) for  all configurations in order  to  make direct  comparisons between configura- 
tions. The canopy mass  per  unit a r ea  $ is obtained from figures 3(a), 3(b), and 3(c) 
which show canopy strength requirements as a function of q 1/2. The value 
of df is determined from these resul ts  and the strength-mass ratio of the fabric lcf. 
The solid curves were obtained from empirical relationships that have been developed in 
parachute design (ref. 1). The horizontal dash lines correspond to a minimum-gage 
canopy of 1.1 o z ~ n / ~ d ~  (37.3 g/m2) for cloth canopies and 1.83 o z n ~ / ~ d ~  (62.0 g/m2) for  
ribbon canopies. The development of the curves of figure 3 i s  given in appendix B. 
The ringsail i s  shown in figure 2 to have the least  m a s s  for all  values of 
q ( ~ D o ~ o ) 1 / 2 .  At low values of q CD A. the flat circular parachute i s  more effi- 
( 0 )  
cient than the henlisflo because of different minimum gages. (See figs. 3(a) and 3(c).) 
( )1/2 where designs a r e  gov- The positions a r e  reversed a t  higher values of q CD A, 
erened by strength, because the flat circular parachute has  higher opening shock loads 
than the hemisflo. 
The resul ts  shown in figure 2 illustrate the general character of equation (3). At 
small  values of q o r  CDA the decelerator mass  is controlled by minimum-gage con- 
siderations and the curves a r e  almost horizontal. At higher values of q ( ~ D ~ ) 1 / 2  the 
curves approach a slope of 1 and the design is strength limited. Another approach is to 
present decelerator m a s s  a s  a function of q only. At low values of q m a s s  is pro- 
portional to CDA because of n1inimun1-gage constraints;  a t  high values of q m a s s  is 
proportional to ( c ~ A ) ~ / ~  because of strength requirements. Thus a suitable mer i t  
function independent of decelerator size would have to vary from m/CDA to 
~ / ( c D A ) ~ / ~  as q increased or, conversely, if one parameter were selected i t  would 
be a function of s ize for  certain ranges of q. Expressions equivalent to the form of the 
meri t  function m/(cDA) 3/2 for strength-limited designs have been mentioned in ref - 
erences 2 to 5. However, the use of in/cDA a s  a function of q ( ~ D ~ ) 1 / 2  allows the 
full range of design conditions to be covered by a single curve. It is not expected that 
actual detail designs would result  in a unique curve but they should fall in a rather  narrow 
band for  the same design cr i ter ia .  Thus the parameters  m/CDA and q ( ~ D ~ ) 1 / 2  
allow reasonable comparison with other designs and the relative efficiency of a particular 
design can be determined. 
Super sonic decelerators.  - Development of parachutes which a r e  stable at supersonic 
speeds h a s  required modifications of the subsonic design. For  example, in reference 1 
i t  i s  indicated that the henlisflo parachute can be made stable by increasing the porosity 
and suspension-line length. However, these nlodifications a r e  detrimental to efficiency 
since they cause decreases  in drag coefficient and increases  in structural weight. To 
avoid these penalties, various blunt ram-air-inflated devices have been considered such 
a s  the towed ballute described in reference 6 and the attached inflatable decelerator (AD) 
described in reference 2. Sketches of these devices and the supersonic hemisflo para-  
chute a r e  shown in figure 4. 
Values of m/cDA were  calculated for the decelerators shown in figure 4 from 
the equations of appendix B, and the resul ts  a r e  shown in figure 5, Results a r e  also 
shown for  subsonic ringsail  configuration since recent flight tes t s  (refs. 7 and 8) have 
shown that subsonic parachutes (namely, the ringsail and disk gap band) may be used a t  
Mach nunlbers up to 2 and at low dynainic pressures  (of the order  of 10 psf (480 ~ / m 2 ) ) .  
Material properties for nonlex at 350' F (450 K) were used for  a l l  configurations since 
some aerodynamic heating may be expected. The canopy m a s s  per  unit a r e a  i s  deter- 
mined from figures 3(b) and 3(c) for  the parachutes, figure 3(d) for  the ballute, and fig- 
u re  3(e) for the AID. The nlinimunl gage for the ram-a i r  -inflated decelerators co r r e -  
sponds to 2.3 o z n ~ / ~ d ~  (78 g/m2) which includes 0.5 o z n ~ / ~ d ~  (17 g/m2) for  coating to 
reduce porosity to acceptable levels. Two curves a r e  shown for the ballute. The lower 
curve represents  the ideal m a s s  based on theoretical load requirements when the ballute 
is fully inflated. Design and testing experience has  indicated that somewhat heavier 
canopies a r e  required to prevent failure due to flagging during deployn~ents, and the 
upper curve reflects this  experience. (See appendix B.) The drag coefficient used for  
the ringsail parachute was 0.65, which tends to be confirmed experimentally in re fer -  
ence 8 for  Mach nunlbers up to 1.5. The length of suspension lines was unchanged from 
the subsonic configuration. 
As can be seen from figure 5, the relative efficiency of the various devices is 
strongly dependent on the dynamic pressure of deployment. At low values of q ( c D ~ ) l I 2  
the subsonic ringsail parachute is the most efficient. In this region the AID is penalized 
by its higher n~in in~um-gage  r quirements. The heinisflo is penalized a t  all values of 
~ ( C D A )  by the low CD and long suspension lines necessary for stability. The 
ballute is generally the least efficient configuration shown. However, more success  has  
been achieved with the ballute in obtaining stability at the higher Mach numbers than with 
the parachute. (See ref. 6.) 
The AID is in some respects  similar to the ballute. However, the absence of a 
towline, a higher drag coefficient, and l e s s  surface a r e a  all  lead to a more efficient con- 
figuration than the ballute. At the higher values of ~ ( c ~ A )  the AID is indicated 
as the most efficient of all  configurations. However, these resu l t s  have not been con- 
f i rmed experimentally. In particular, the canopy gage may have to be increased beyond 
that required in the steady-state load condition to allow for the dynamics of deployment. 
Correlation of the mer i t  function for recent parachute designs with the meri t -  
function curve is shown in figure 6, The parachutes, represented by the circles,  were 
designed and tested in the NASA Planetary Entry Parachute Program (PEPP). (See 
ref.  8.) Details of the designs a r e  given in references 9 to 12. The parachutes include 
two ringsails and two disk gap bands. The mass  of the parachutes includes al l  m a s s  
from the canopy to the confluence of the suspension lines; C A is based on a value Do 
of CDo of 0.65 and the surface a r e a  associated with the canopy diameter Do. The 
maximum dynamic pressure  at deployn~ent was evaluated as the design deployment load 
divided by CDo&. Since the design deployment load already includes any shock factors 
expected, the curve is shown for a shock factor of 1.0. The only other change from the 
curve shown in figure 5 i s  that the design factor is 2, the value corresponding to the 
design cr i te r ia  of references 9 to 12. As can be seen from figure 6, the curve is in fair 
agreement with all four designs. 
Determination of Optimum Deployment Conditions 
Mission studies of entry into the thin Martian atmosphere have shown that s ize 
limitations on the entry capsule can severely limit the entry mass  unless drag  augmenta- 
tion is provided during the supersonic portion of the entry. (See refs.  3 and 7.) Either 
the entry mass  must be small  o r  the drag significantly increased to achieve low enough 
velocities for  typical mission requirements. If a specified altitude-velocity combination 
is a design goal, the meri t  function can be used to identify the optimum deployment con- 
ditions from the trajectory calculations. This problem is illustrated in figure 7. The 
inset figure shows a typical altitude-velocity plot for  a given entry ballistic coefficient 
m T / ( ~ D ~ ) e .  The solid curve in the inset is for the entry vehicle alone and indicates 
that drag augmentation is required to  achieve the design goal represented by the circle.  
Additional drag a rea  may be deployed anywhere along the trajectory above the desired 
altitude. The curves show the amount of drag a r e a  required as a function of the dynamic 
pressure  at deployment to achieve Mach 1 at an altitude of 15 000 f t  (4570 m) for  an 
entry velocity of 12 000 ft/sec (3660 m/s) and an entry angle of -15'. An estimated 
lower bound of the Martian atmosphere surface pressure  of 5 millibars (500 ~ / m 2 )  was 
used (VM-8 of ref. 13). The curves were obtained from trajectory studies by James  F. 
McNulty, Daniel B. Snow, and Leonard Roberts conducted at Langley Research Center as 
part  of a general mission study. These resu l t s  a r e  not necessarily applicable to an 
actual mission but they a r e  realistic enough to give the proper trends. If deployment 
occurs  at high altitudes, only a small  decelerator is required; however, the dynamic 
pressure  is high (point A in  fig. 7). If deployment occurs  at low altitude, the dynamic 
pressure  is low but a large drag a r e a  is required (point B in fig. 7). Both of the extreme 
situations lead to a large decelerator m a s s  and, obviously, somewhere in between is the 
optimum condition. The optimum deployment condition is defined as that value of q 
giving leas t  decelerator mass  for a given entry ballistic coefficient and can be found as 
follows. The curves presented in figure 5 for  the m a s s  of supersonic decelerators  can 
be approximated by a se r i e s  of straight lines, each with an equation of the type 
where s i s  the slope of the curve. If an equation of this type is applicable over the 
range of possible s izes  and dynamic pressures ,  it is simple to make the proper t rade off 
between CDA and q. The optimum decelerator is that which has  the least  value of 
s 
[q(cDA) 1/21 CDA. In figure 5, most of the curves exhibit a slope s of about 1 
beyond q ( ~ D ~ )  of 300 lbf/ft (4.4 k ~ / m ) ,  the region of interest for the requirements 
indicated by figure 7 for entry vehicles with diameter greater  than about 10 f t  (3 m). 
Thus, for  this case,  the optimum decelerator has  the leas t  value of q ( ~ D ~ ) 3 / 2  for  a 
given entry ballistic coefficient. The resu l t s  of this  optimization a r e  shown in figure 8 
where the deployed-decelerator a r e a  ( C D ~ ) d  that leads to least-mass decelerators  is 
plotted as a function of entry ballistic coefficient. The Mach number a t  deployment is 
shown by the tick mark on the curve. 
The maximum allowable ballistic coefficient if no decelerator is deployed is 
approximately 0.25 slug/ft2 (39 kg/m2) ( (c~A)~/(c , ,A)  = I). Significant increases  in 
landed m a s s  for  a given s ize can be made (up to a factor of 3 for  this example) by super- 
sonic deployment of a decelerator. The curve indicates the optimum decelerator a r e a  
and the corresponding deploynlent Mach number for a given entry ballistic coefficient. 
The method described can be used to determine optimum deploynlent conditions 
without detailed knowledge of the decelerator. Optimunl conditions do not depend on the 
magnitude of decelerator m a s s  but only on the trend of m/cDA with ( c ~ A )  For 
example, if the resu l t s  a r e  in the minimum-gage range, the exponent on q ( ~ D ~ )  
can be suitably modified to reflect the slope of m/CDA plotted against q CDA) ( 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
A structural mer i t  function for  aerodynamic deceleration systems has  been devel- 
oped which relates  the decelerator m a s s  required to the desired drag a r e a  and design 
loading condition. These quantities a r e  combined in the form ~ / c D A  given as a func- 
tion of q ( ~ D ~ )  where m is the decelerator mass,  CDA is the drag area, and 
q is design dynamic pressure.  This form of presentation resul ts  in a single curve 
independent of decelerator size including the minimum-gage region as well as the 
strength-limited region. 
Several subsonic and super sonic parachute configurations as well a s  two ram-a i r  - 
inflated devices were compared on the basis  of the mer i t  function. The ringsail para-  
chute was the most efficient subsonic decelerator and was also the most efficient in the 
supersonic range for most of the design range. The attached inflatable decelerator (AID) 
was the most efficient supersonic decelerator at higher values of q(cDA) but tes t s  
a r e  required to determine whether the indicated m a s s  requirements a r e  achievable. The 
resu l t s  presented should be useful as a standard for comparison with other decelerator 
designs on the basis  of the mer i t  function. 
The sinlplicity of the nierit  function i s  illustrated with a typical planetary entry 
mission problem. For a specified goal of an altitude-velocity combination and entry 
ballistic coefficient the optinlum deploynlent Mach number and required decelerator drag 
a r e a  a r e  readily determined, without regard to details of a decelerator configuration. 
The use of this meri t  function would be a considerable a s se t  in early inission trade-off 
studies. 
Langley Research Center, 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
Langley Station, Hampton, Va., August 27, 1969. 
APPENDIX A 
CONVERSION O F  U.S. CUSTOMARY UNITS TO SI UNITS 
The international System of Units (SI) was adopted by the Eleventh General C o d e r -  
ence on Weights and Measures, Paris, October 1960 (ref. 14). Conversion factors  for 
the units used herein a r e  given in the following table: 
Physical 
quantity 
U.S, Custonzary 
Unit 
Area . . . . .  
Force . . . . . 
Mass . . . . . . 
Length . . . . . 
P r e s s u r e  . . . . 
Velocity . . . . 
Temperature . . 
lbf 
lbm 
ozm 
slug 
f t  
psf = lbf/ft2 
millibar 
ft/sec 
O F  + 459.67 
Conversion 
factor 
(*) 
0.0929 
0.8361 
4.448 
0.4536 
0.0283 
14.59 
0.3048 
47.88 
100 
0.3048 
5/9 
SI Unit 
square meters  (1112) 
square meters  (1112) 
newtons (N) 
kilograms (kg) 
kilograms (kg) 
kilograms (kg) 
meters  (111) 
newtons/meter2 (N/m2) 
newtons/meter2 ( ~ / m 2 )  
meters/second (nz/s) 
kelvins (K) 
'%Iultiply value given in U.S. Customary Unit by conversion factor to obtain equiva- 
lent value in SI Unit. 
The prefix used to indicate multiples of units is as follows: 
Prefix Multiple 
kilo (k) 
APPENDIX B 
DECELERATOR MASS EQUATIONS 
In this appendix, equations for the decelerator mer i t  function a r e  presented for  
several  decelerators of the subsonic type and the supersonic type. The equations include 
both strength-limited designs and minimum-gage designs for  the basic drag-producing 
surface. Equations make use of current  design practice and experience whenever avail- 
able. The developn~ent of the equations for the structural m a s s  is shown to give some 
indication of the assumptions involved. 
Subsonic Decelerators 
Subsonic parachutes have evolved to the point where senliempirical equations may 
be used to obtain reliable designs. Three typical subsonic parachutes a r e  shown in fig- 
ure  1. The primary m a s s  components of parachutes a r e  the canopy fabric and the sus- 
pension lines. Of the configurations shown the flat  circular parachute has a solid cloth 
canopy whereas the hemisflo parachute has  a ribbon canopy. The ringsail parachute has  
wide rings of cloth in i t s  canopy. In the design of parachutes, suspension-line strength 
requirements can be predicted accurately from the drag force, and the lines a r e  rarely 
mininlunl gage; however, canopy strength requirements a r e  not amenable to simple analy- 
sis. For this reason the canopy strength will be estimated on the basis  of suspension- 
line strength - an empirical procedure discussed in reference 1. 
The total mass  of parachutes is written a s  the m a s s  of the component parts.  Thus 
where y is the m a s s  per unit length of the suspension lines and radial tapes. The total 
number of suspension-line loops i s  2/2 with an equivalent length pLs. The canopy 
mass  (last t e rm in eq. (B1)) includes the construction factor KC, the m a s s  per unit 
a r e a  df, the surface a r e a  A,, and the geometric porosity A. The construction factor 
accounts for excess mater ial  m a s s  due to seam overlap, lobing, and thread mass.  
In the suspension-line tern1 of equation (Bl) the m a s s  per unit length y is 
defined as the allowable load of each suspension line divided by its strength-mass ratio, 
o r  
2 
Fs KD n C ~ o D ~  
y = ---- = 
kc 4 cos  B 9 kcz q 
APPENDM B 
where c/q is the opening shock factor, C ~ o  
is the drag coefficient associated with 
the nonlinal diameter Do, 6 is the confluence angle of the suspension lines, and 
KD is a design factor which accounts for the safety factor, seam and joint efficiency, 
abrasion, moisture, and fatigue (see p. 370 of ref.  1). Substitution of equation (B2) into 
(Bi) gives 
The form of the meri t  function used in the text is obtained by dividing equation (B3) 
by CDoAo. Thus, 
Equation (B4) is of the form 
where b and c a r e  constants which depend on decelerator geometry and performance, 
but not on size. 
Values of the parameters  which make up the constants b and c of equation (B5) 
for  subsonic decelerators a r e  listed in table I. Where possible, the values tabulated a r e  
the resul ts  f rom design experience and can be found in reference 1. For example, the 
values of the shock factor Vq, design factor KD, and drag coefficient CDo a r e  based 
on averages of a large number of full-scale tes ts .  The values of the strength-mass 
parameters  kc and kf a r e  representative of dacron and nylon at room temperature. 
Radial tapes a r e  considered herein as simple extensions of suspension lines which extend 
over the canopy; thus, the suspension-line loop pLs for  subsonic parachutes is taken 
as 3D0. 
Substituting values from table I for the parameters  of equation (B4) yields the 
following design constants: 
The design m a s s  per unit a r ea  df (eq. (B5)) is difficult to establish with any 
degree of accuracy. Approxinlate values can be obtained from the correlation of canopy 
strength with suspension-line strength given in table 7-5 of reference 1 for ribbon canopy 
and table 7-6 for  cloth canopy. It is also indicated that the number of suspension lines is 
proportional to the canopy diameter (z = d lo ) .  With this relationship, the suspension- 
line strength inay be expressed as a function of the loading parameter as 
follows: 
The paraineters in the brackets a r e  functions of parachute perfornlance and a r e  known 
for each type of parachute. Thus, with equation (B6) the canopy mass  per  unit a r e a  df 
can be correlated with the loading parameter ~ ( c ~ A ) ~ / ~ .  This correlation i s  given in 
table I1 where a! is 1.0 when Do is given in feet. 
In table I1 the cloth-canopy mass  per unit a r e a  and ribbon-canopy strength listed 
for each value of suspension-line strength Fs a r e  taken directly from reference 1. The 
cloth canopy df is representative of nylon o r  dacron with a room-temperature strength- 
mass  ratio kf shown in table I. The conversion of ribbon strength to ribbon df in 
table 11 is made by using the lightest nylon ribbon available for  each strength require- 
ment with the average value of ribbon strength-mass ratio kf listed in table I. Also 
shown in table I1 a r e  values of the loading parameter q ( c  A f rom equation (B6) D )  
which correspond to each value of Fs for  the cloth canopies (flat c i rcular  and ringsail) 
and the ribbon canopy (hemisflo). 
The resu l t s  in table I1 a r e  used to obtain f igures  3(a), 3(b), and 3(c) where canopy 
allowable load fa  is plotted against the loading parameter for  the subsonic parachutes 
of figure 1. The allowable load is the product of m a s s  per  unit a r ea  df and strength- 
mass  ratio kf. The c i rc les  represent data plotted from table PI, and the curves faired 
through the data establish the trend of f a  with increases  in q (~Do&)1 /2 .  The dash 
line i s  the mininlun~ allowable load resulting from n~iniinum-gage requirements. For 
cloth canopies the mininlunl df corresponds to 1.1 o z n ~ / ~ d ~  (37.3 g/m2) material .  The 
minin~um gage for ribbon canopies i s  b a ~ e d  on a miniilluilz ribbon strength of 100 lbf 
(0.44 kN) (table 11) which is correlated with a df of 1.83 o z n ~ / ~ d ~  (62.0 g/n12). The 
meri t  function plotted in figure 2 for  the flat circular,  ringsail, and hemisflo parachutes 
is based on df obtained from the curves in figure 3. 
Super sonic Decelerators 
Three decelerator configurations applicable in the super sonic speed range a r e  
shown in figure 4; they a r e  a modified hemisflo parachute, a ballute, and an attached 
inflatable decelerator (AID). Whereas the hemisflo has  geometric porosity to permit 
airflow through the canopy, the ballute and AID a r e  pressure  vessels  which rely on inter-  
nal pressure  to stabilize the inflated shape. Thus, the ballute and AID require  a thin 
coating on the fabric to maintain low permeability. Typical construction details of the 
nlodified hemisflo, AD,  and ballute a r e  found in references 1, 2, and 6, respectively. 
Equations for  mass  of these supersonic decelerators a r e  developed in the next two 
sections. 
Supersonic parachutes.- The use of parachutes at supersonic speed has  been lim- 
ited almost entirely to subsonic ribbon-type parachutes with appropriate modifications. 
A modification suggested in reference 1 for inflation stability i s  the increase in 
suspension-line length to twice the canopy nominal diameter Do. Consequently, the 
total length of a suspension-line loop pls is 5D0. This modification would not affect 
the basic mass  equation; therefore, the meri t  function for  the modified hemisflo parachute 
is the same a s  equation (B4). Values of the geometric and performance parameters  
which make up the constants b and c a r e  listed in table I. 
P re s su re  vessels.- The meri t  function for pressure-vessel-type decelerators i s  
obtained in t e r m s  of parameters  from reference 2, wherein an isotensoid analysis is 
employed to determine the aerodynanlic shape. The conlponents of total m a s s  include 
the mass  of the canopy and burble-fence fabric, meridian cord, and, for towed deceler- 
ators,  the towline. The total mass  is 
where n is the number of meridian cords of length lm, It is the towline length if 
required, Af is the surface a rea  of the canopy, and Ab is the surface a r e a  of the 
burble fence. It has  been assumed that the same fabric is used for the burble fence and 
the canopy. Equation (B7) can be written as the mer i t  function by using the nondimen- 
sional parameters  of reference 2 as follows: 
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The a r e a  of the decelerator includes the a r e a  of the burble fence, but excludes the 
a r e a  of the aeroshell in the case of the AID (see fig. 4). The parameter t is the ratio 
of aeroshell  radius to total decelerator radius. 
The fabric m a s s  per  unit a r e a  is the minimum gage o r  that required from strength 
considerations, whichever is greater.  For the la t ter  case, df is 
The factor P has  been introduced to allow for  an increase in fabric s t r e s s  over the 
theoretical value f due to lobing. 
A family of isotensoid shapes is presented in reference 2 for a given value of P/q 
and various values of f and T. From these shapes the parameters  + / T ~ R ' ~  and 
l n 1 / ~ '  a r e  obtained. Likewise, integration of the pressure distribution over the frontal 
a r e a  of the prescribed canopy shape yields an analytical value of CD. The towline 
length is dependent primarily on the s ize and bluntness of the forebody o r  payload. Wind- 
tunnel studies have shown that towline lengths of 4 to 8 forebody diameters  may be 
required to provide a stable configuration with high drag. (See ref. 15.) 
Equation (B8) is of the general form as equation (3). The design constants b 
and c determined from table I a r e  as follows: 
For supersonic application, nomex fabric and tapes with strength-mass ratio at 
350' F (450 K) was used for coniparison. The value of kc for  nomex at 350' F (450 K) 
Super sonic 
decelerator 
Hemi sf lo 
Ballute 
AID 
C 
3.13 
7.4 1 
4.02 
b 
lbm 
lbf -f t 
22.8 x 10-5 
20.6 
3.3 
& 
N - n ~  
7.6 x 10-5 
6.9 
1.1 
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is about the same a s  for dacron a t  room temperature.  The par,anzeters in table I for the 
ballute and A D  have been used in decelerator designs, and the drag coefficients CD 
a r e  average experimental values from tes t s  at Mach nunlbers greater  than 2. (See 
refs.  4, 16, and 17.) 
The canopy m a s s  per unit a r e a  df for  the ballute and AID can be obtained from 
figures 3(d) and 3(e), respectively, by using the strength-mass rat ios  listed in table I. 
The strength-limited curve is obtained from equation (B9). The n~ininlum-gage value 
of df was taken a s  1.8 o z n ~ / ~ d ~  (61 g/m2) with an additional 0.5 o ~ m / ~ d ~  (17 g/n~2) 
coating to reduce porosity. The canopy is minimum gage over a large range of the 
loading parameter q ( ~ D ~ ) 1 / 2  for  both the ballute and AID as is evident f rom fig- 
u r e s  3(d) and 3(e). A curve based on a cr i ter ion to prevent canopy failure during deploy- 
ment of the ballute is also shown in figure 3(d). The criterion was developed to with- 
stand flagging during deployment at subsonic speeds and has been applied to designs for 
supersonic deployment. (See ref. 18.) Comparison of the supersonic decelerators is 
made in figure 5 by use of the curve from figure 3 and the design constants from the 
preceding table. 
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